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Abstract

The paper describes the phenomenon of pedagogical farms, indicating their significance for the rural environment protection in the cultural aspect. The authors outline the role of the cultural heritage – both material and spiritual – in the development of rural tourism, as well as the role of tourism in the heritage preservation. The importance of pedagogical farms in the process is emphasized. The formal and legal context of the pedagogical farm idea is shortly presented. The authors also describe the way the pedagogical farm offers functions in the field of education, especially with reference to the Lower Silesia region in Poland.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The educational function of tourism is one of the most popular ones, which is often emphasized in the subject literature (Kowalczyk 2001; Kruczek, Kurek & Nowacki 2007; Oleśniewicz & Widawski 2013). Rural cultural heritage constitutes a significant resource that tourism can draw from. The technological changes, migrations from the country to cities, dynamic urbanization – all these factors give rise to a whole generation who perceives rural regions – with their culture and customs – as equally exotic as far-away countries. Thus, an educational need emerges – and it is realized, among others, by tourism. Lessons on pedagogical farms are an offer that appeared in the 1950s in the United States, and in the 1980s in Europe, in France first (Widawski 2011). Within the latest two decades, the idea of pedagogical farms has also begun to develop in Poland. In 2011, efforts were taken to put it in a specific practical shape. The very concept, its potential, and effects of operating in the rural environment are worth closer consideration.

2. RURAL CULTURAL HERITAGE AND TOURISM

The rural environment is the natural space for rural tourism development. It provides the basis for practising many forms of tourism that draw from various rural values. Among the main types of tourist activities that make use of the rural cultural resources, Page and Getz (1997) enumerate agritourism, farm tourism, soft tourism, and even ecotourism, although this is based primarily on the natural resources of the rural environment.

According to Beeton (2006), within any rural tourist activity of cultural background, it is not forms of tourism which is important but the ‘rural experience’ as the basis for understanding the environment. Beeton (2004) goes even further, employing the expression of ‘rural idyll’, which is a significant component of rural tourism. The key trait of the rural idyll is the memory of the rural environment of the pre-industrial period, with the characteristic simplicity of life close to nature; in this setting, the human being was a substantial component, harmonized with the environment. A similar longing emerged in Europe after the period of the industrial revolution, which also resulted in pulling man out of their natural environment.

Beeton (2006) indicates at least two important reasons for rural tourism popularity. Apart from the obvious ones, numerous mentioned in other sources, such as the development of means of
transportation, or free time, the author emphasizes the growing interest in the broadly understood heritage, including the search for one’s own roots, perceived both literally and symbolically. The other significant factor is curiosity about specific, characteristic food with its regional varieties. The vital value in rural tourism seems to be the local community, and the author considers the cultural aspect of the environment to be the main reason for tourist migrations in a region, underscoring the value of contact with the local community who cultivate their traditions. As any activity undertaken by the local community awakens interest, the possibility to participate in a farm lesson significantly raises the tourist attractiveness of the rural environment.

Richards (1996), in turn, points at two essential motives of cultural tourism in the rural environment: education, with its more or less formalized process of learning, and novelty, referring to authenticity, uniqueness, and exceptionality. All this can be found in the offer of pedagogical farms.

Rural cultural tourism is more and more often perceived as an attractive offer, and at the same time as a chance to preserve the rural cultural heritage. An opportunity to change is ascribed to the development of the idea of agritourism or pedagogical farm tourism, as well as ecotourism. All these elements, constituting the basis of rural cultural tourism, can simultaneously turn out helpful in preserving the heritage, to begin with the rural landscape. According to Smith (1989), one of the main roles to be played by cultural tourism in the rural environment is the one of a memory guard. Cultural tourism is understood by this author as traveling in order to experience and take part in the life of communities whose everyday way of living is becoming more and more extinct.

An interesting point of view, gaining more significance especially in the recent literature, is the perspective of sustainable development with reference to cultural tourism in the rural environment, presented, for instance, in the research by McKercher and du Cros (2002). The authors indicate the necessity to find a balance between the needs of tourism and the specificity of cultural heritage management. As observed in practice (Boniface 1998; Garrod & Fyall 2000), the situation often remains far from what would be ideal. A preventive attitude in heritage management is raised, in which the main result of any activity should be the most effective heritage preservation, sometimes leading to its exclusion from the tourist movement. On the other hand, a too simplified perception of the heritage values in the context of tourism may result in their gradual degradation. Pedagogical farms, which teach through play, represent a balanced approach, taking into account the needs of the heritage representatives, as well as the tourist reality, with the heritage left unhurt. The excellent basis for creating tourist products of this kind includes such heritage elements as traditional events and customs bound with folklore, the traditional way of living, as well as all related activities, also those in the field of gastronomy, local products, and traditional food (Sethi 2005).

Numerous heritage elements should be and are represented in the practice of farm tourism, which is divided into the one bound and not bound with the accommodation offer. Within the latter one, the significance of pedagogical farms is underscored, which characteristically present, among others, the traditional rural way of living. Rural farms additionally constitute museums gathering various values, most often related to the rural cultural heritage. An important component of the farm offer is the local gastronomy.

One of the key roles of the contemporary rural environment seems to be that of a depositary of its cultural resources endangered with degradation or even disappearance. The need to educate further generations, not strictly bound with the rural environment, to teach them the memory of tradition in lifestyle, in the production of goods, and in customs – is no longer a question of ‘if’ but ‘how’. Tourism becomes a valuable means here. Beside the pleasure of utilizing an attractive tourist product, an effective interpretation of a value can contribute to preserving the heritage, the rural landscape, the rural idyll, and the peaceful authenticity (Sharpley 1996; Urry 1995).
3. THE ORGANIZATION OF PEDAGOGICAL FARMS

Pedagogical farms are another element of rural tourism development. The idea has been present for a long time within the scope of ecological agritourist farms (Widawski 2010). The very concept was created at the beginning of the 21st century in the Centre for Agricultural Consulting in Brwinów, Division in Cracow, Poland, in an active cooperation with the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, based on the means assigned to the Rural Development Programme for 2007–2013. The formal and legal framework for the educational offer functioning within rural farms was formulated, together with the uniform educational programme. Then, a cycle of seminars was arranged in each province, aiming mainly to spread information about and promote the project. The programme included 550 inhabitants of rural regions (Kmita-Dziasek 2015). Creating the project resulted from the conviction about the need to facilitate the contact of city inhabitants with the rural cultural environment, the work of a farmer, the process of food production, animal farming, or the traditions of everyday rural life. Such knowledge can be primarily obtained on a farm, owing to its appropriate resources, which allow to achieve specific educational aims. This is where the natural environment is present, in which ecological attitudes and the resulting appropriate consumer behaviours can be promoted. It is also worth emphasizing that educational services on a rural farm can constitute a significant source of additional income for farmers, which may, in turn, contribute to the preservation of cultural resources in the rural regions (Widawski 2011; Kmita-Dziasek et al. 2014).

The Polish Pedagogical Farm Network operates by the Centre for Agricultural Consulting, subordinate to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development. Its scope of duties includes qualifying and accepting new members of the Network. It is also responsible for implementing the periodic trainings for Network members, as well as for promoting the idea at farm-related fairs (Kmita-Dziasek 2015).

3.1. A pedagogical farm – formal, legal, and substantial assumptions

As indicated by Raciborski (2011), the economic basis for pedagogical farms’ operating may be the income from the services provided in the areas of education, gastronomy, accommodation, facility or equipment rental, and selling processed and non-processed farm products.

Educational activity can supplement the already existing or starting agritourist activity. No specific legal solutions refer to conducting specialized commercial activity bound with making the farm accessible for educational purposes. Therefore, it falls within the general regulations concerning business activity, for instance those included in the Act on Freedom of Business Activity.

The very definition of a pedagogical farm was first developed for the purposes of the project. It indicates that a pedagogical farm is ‘an enterprise carried out by inhabitants of rural regions within these regions, achieving at least two educational aims out of the following: education within the realm of vegetable production; education within the realm of animal production; education within the realm of farm produce processing; education within the realm of ecological and consumer awareness; education within the realm of the rural heritage of material culture, traditional professions, handicraft, and folk art. The facility should possess farm animals or grow plants designed for being presented to groups of children and youth within the framework of school programmes or, as a tourist attraction, to families with children and individual adult travellers (Kmita-Dziasek 2011; Zagroda Edukacyjna n.d.).

As Kmita-Dziasek emphasizes (2011), each educational programme mentioned in the definition includes a focus on a widely understood community knowledge on the processes observed in the rural environment, which should translate into specific educational aims obtained with the use of the educational potential of a farm, as well as its natural and cultural environment.

The educational aims that should be achieved within the groups of educational programmes were also specified within the project, and are presented in Table 1.
### Educational programme | Educational aims
--- | ---
Education within the realm of vegetable production | Indicating the relation between the rural system and the natural ecosystem. Presenting and experiencing the biological variety of the world of plants, the life cycle of their production, and their metabolism.

Education within the realm of animal production | Presenting the life of animals, in a direct contact, if possible. Teaching sensitivity, duty implementation. Arousing cognitive needs – to get to know farm animals through watching, stroking, listening, smelling, performing farm duties such as feeding, cleaning, or milking. Presenting the farming systems, the necessary tools and equipment.

Education within the realm of farm produce processing | Preparing presentations and thematic workshops regarding milk and meat. Presenting the production process, from obtaining the resources till the final processing effect. Demonstrating various processing methods, arousing respect for the work of a producer.

Education within the realm of ecological and consumer awareness | Presenting pro-ecological behaviours in the rural environment: saving water resources, waste management. Teaching to differentiate between natural and industrially processed products, shaping ecological consumer habits.

Education within the realm of the rural heritage of material culture, traditional professions, handicraft, and folk art | In the form of thematic workshops, presenting material and non-material resources bound with rural culture. Arranging practical classes which include handicraft, art, and cooking subjects. Presenting furnishings, farm tools and equipment, as well as professions that are no longer practised.

**Table 1. Educational programmes and aims achieved on pedagogical farms**

Source: Zagroda Edukacyjna n.d.

Among the most significant elements influencing the quality of the tourist product in the rural environment, there is the authenticity of what is being presented and of the way a specific heritage component is being shown (Richards 1996; Ivanovic 2008). The same applies to the educational activity in the rural environment. Therefore, those elements of the offer are emphasized which in a natural way maximize the opportunity to preserve authenticity when the product is passed on. This should also translate into its higher attractiveness. It is thus postulated that education should take place in a natural, free space, typical of rural activity. The key is to secure a direct contact with the everyday farm life, and to present equipment and techniques applied in agricultural production and farming.

In this unique process of interpreting the value which is represented by farm resources in this case, one needs, in order to avoid a simple talk or lecture, to try to reach the emotions and feelings of the presentation audience (Tilden 1977; Lane 1994; Majewski 2008). Only a properly performed interpretation will result in a bigger chance of understanding a specific phenomenon, value, or component. It will consequently lead to a higher level of satisfaction and, which is equally significant in the rural environment, to a bigger responsibility for the presented value. Knudson, Cable, and Beck (1995) emphasize a rise in the esteem toward the learned story provided that the interpretation appropriately achieves its aims. Therefore, education on a pedagogical farm should be a play for the recipients, especially those from younger age groups – but instructive in its character, allowing to experience a variety of impressions, and encouraging to act on one’s own. Educational programmes that operate within given frameworks should take into account the individual needs and psychophysical possibilities of the participating pupils. They should influence all human senses and integrate knowledge of various realms as much as possible, in order to present the complexity of human activities in the rural environment – the cultural activities, deeply immersed in the natural
landscape. Achieving these aims requires an adjustment of the interpretation to specific technical conditions; that is why the whole unique didactic process must be suitably planned, and referred to the number and experience of the participants. In the interpersonal contacts, what is underscored is the warmth and patience in the educator’s attitude towards the recipients (in this case, the educator is most often the farmer). Also, freedom is important in the access to the direct experience in those parts of the farm that are appropriately adjusted. The very length of the presentation should be suitable both to the subject and to the specificity of the recipient group. Thus, an educational programme can last from one even to several hours. The offer may also be widened to a whole-day stay, which would include additional elements of fresh air recreation and a catering offer.

In 2015, the Polish Pedagogical Farm Network promoted offers of 181 members running their agricultural or agritourist farms. The unquestioned leader among the regions is the Dolnośląskie province. The 26 farms constitute 14% of the general number of registered entities. The next province, Małopolskie, is represented by 18 farms (10% of the general number). The third location belongs to the Pomorskie and Mazowieckie provinces together: 16 farms each (8% of the general number). The idea of pedagogical farms is the least popular in the Zachodniopomorskie province: only 5 farms (under 3%), and in the Łódzkie province: 6 farms.

The majority of the farms are small ones, with the area of 1–10 ha. These represent 75% of the whole number. Farms of less than 1 ha of arable land constitute 7%. Legally they are non-agricultural farms as for the Act on Social Insurance for Farmers, but conducting agricultural, gardening, or apicultural activity.

As for the profiles of agricultural production practised on pedagogical farms, according to the Network declarations for 2014, 82% conducted vegetable production, 65% – animal production, 43% – multidirectional activity, 17% – gardening, and only 13% – apiculture (note that a farm could declare more than one profile of agricultural production). Considering the declared achieving of the five educational aims enumerated in the pedagogical farm definition, the most popular in the fifth aim, i.e. education within the realm of the rural heritage of material culture, traditional professions, handicraft, and folk art. In is obtained by 74% of all the pedagogical farms. Education within the realm of ecological and consumer awareness holds the second position, being significant in the programme of 69% of farms. The third location is occupied by education within the realm of vegetable production (67% of the offered programmes). Slightly over 60% of farms conduct education within the realm of animal production, and the least popular is education within the realm of farm produce processing, (58% of the programmes) (Kmita-Dziasek et al. 2014).

3.2. Pedagogical farms in the region of Lower Silesia, Poland

The educational offer in the rural environment is most dynamically developed in Lower Silesia, outpacing even the pioneer of the realm, the Małopolskie province. The offer relatively proportionally covers the region, although there is a slight prevalence in the Sudety mountains and the foothills. One should emphasize, however, that almost each type of the rural landscape in Lower Silesia is represented in the Polish Pedagogical Farm Network (Olesińcicz, Widawski & Markiewicz-Patkowska 2016). Also, all educational aims are achieved in the region, as depicted in the thematic workshops offered in the whole of 26 farms. Among the proposed subjects there are workshops in applying old tools in the production of bread or in apiculture, or presentations of no longer practised professions, such as blacksmithing.

The rich didactic offer of the Lower Silesian pedagogical farms does not differ much from what a tourist making use of this form of spending free time can come across in the rest of the country. When analysing the implementation of the five declared educational aims based on the data included in the Network catalogue for the year 2015, one should emphasize again that the Lower Silesian region, with the whole of its potential, ensures achieving each of the aims (Figure 1).
The most popular among the enumerated aims, contrary to the general Polish tendency for 2014, is not education within the realm of vegetable production, but education within the realm of the rural heritage of material culture, traditional professions, handicraft, and folk art. Almost each farm offers a workshop referring to the rural heritage of material and non-material culture. Workshops in cultural elements or no longer existing professions belong to the standard. The farms also frequently offer presentations or exhibitions of old tools used in manufacturing various products based on farm produce. In this context, the score for educational programmes concerning farm produce processing is not surprising. This aim is obtained on almost 70% of farms. The most widespread subjects include also corn processing, and the programme under the common title “From the grain to the loaf” can be regarded the most popular workshop referring to farm produce processing. Education within the realm of animal and vegetable production turns out an almost equally frequent didactic offer, as present in 54% and 50% of all farms, respectively. The significant aim of education within the realm of ecological and consumer awareness is represented by surprisingly few farms. Only 5 from among 26 centres in the region (less than 20% of the total number of farms) declare its implementation. One has to emphasize, however, that the research is based on data which were used to elaborate a catalogue highlighting mainly the aims constituting the grounds to prepare specific thematic workshops. Undoubtedly, shaping ecological and consumer awareness is an indispensable component of each programme bound with processing for the majority of farms. Probably it is as obvious that the need to underscore it explicitly has not been noticed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Pedagogical farms, as a product present in the rural space for some time already, are significant for the environment for many reasons, which has been frequently emphasized by the authors of the idea. One could not agree more with this statement. The changes taking place in the contemporary world, resulting in pulling man out of their centuries-long habitat, make our community lose contact with what was still natural for the generation of our fathers. This phenomenon, apparently unavoidable, impacts our lives; it makes it easier technologically, but at the same time impoverishes the human being. The contemporary man, efficiently navigating through the virtual world, somewhere on the way of the civilizational hurry has lost values that had defined them for centuries. Surprisingly enough, seeking exoticism in remote parts of the world has suddenly stopped to be so urgent. It turns out that
exoticism is at our fingertips, just behind the city gates, where whole worlds are waiting to be discovered anew. There, a cow giving non-UHT milk does not seem less strange than a zebra or a giraffe. There, in a way difficult to comprehend, bread does not land on market shelves. Corn must be transformed into flour first, the sourdough must be prepared, and the bread must taste differently. There, new words appear, and the older ones turn out impossible to understand. The rural environment does not provide answers to all civilizational problems, but offers an opportunity to come back, at least for a while, to the human roots. Therefore, the role of pedagogical farms as a new place of teaching about the past, about everyday life without a hurry, and about being bound with nature cannot be overestimated. If the product, didactic in its character, is suitably prepared, the result can take – and often takes – the shape of an attractive offer, a significant educational tool, and, at last, a valuable innovation, appreciated by tourists, harmonizing with the idea of sustainable development, and bringing satisfaction to all parts of the didactic process: tourists, students (for its cognitive importance), and promoters (for the economic significance).
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